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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the algorithmic learning where the learner is allowed to make a finite but bounded number of mind
changes. Briefly, in our learning paradigm, a learner is given examples from a recursive function, which the learner attempts to
learn by producing programs to compute that function. We say that a team is successful if at least one member of the team learns
the target function. The problem, given two teams with bounded number of mind changes whether, one team can provably learn
more than the other team, was first proposed by Smith [C.H. Smith, The power of pluralism for automatic program synthesis,
J. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 29 (1982) 1144–1165]. This problem has been open for the last twenty five years. This paper makes
progress toward a complete solution of this problem. In the case of error-free learning, this paper closes the gap between the lower
and the upper bounds. Finally, in the case of EX learning our result shows that there is no team with a  0 mind changes whose
learning power is exactly equal to a single learner with bounded b ( = a) number of mind changes. In the case of Popperian learning
(PEX) we have a positive answer.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper compares and contrasts learning capabilities of team learning with different team sizes and mind
changes. The learners are given examples from a total recursive function, which they attempt to learn by produc-
ing programs to compute that function. If at least one learner is successful in producing a program that computes
the recursive function, we say the team has successfully learned the function. The problem, given two teams say T1
and T2, whether T1 can simulate T2 optimally was first proposed by Smith [24] and has been open for the last twenty
five years. Optimally in this context means that, if the team T1 is allowed one less mind change, it will be unable
to simulate T2. The first part of this paper makes significant progress toward a complete solution of this problem by
closing the gap between lower and upper bounds. The second part makes significant progress towards understanding
the structure of the classes of functions these learners identify.
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the topic of inductive inference, see [1–4,17,19]. We now proceed to develop notation and to discuss the fundamental
concepts behind inductive inference.
Members of N , the natural numbers, will serve as program names. ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . is an acceptable programming sys-
tem [18] containing all and only the partial recursive functions of a single argument. The acceptability means that
certain natural properties hold for the chosen enumeration of the partial recursive functions. Program i computes the
function ϕi . Symbols f and g will be used to denote recursive functions. The learning will be performed by inductive
inference machines (abbreviated: IIM) that accept the graph of a recursive function as input and output programs
intended to compute the function generating the input. Suppose an IIM M is given the graph of f as input. We may
suppose without loss of generality that f is given in its natural order (f (0), f (1), . . .) to M [5]. M will output a
(possibly infinite) sequence of programs p0,p1, . . . , each of which may or may not compute f . M is said to converge
on input from f (written: M(f )↓) iff either the sequence p0,p1, . . . is finite and nonempty or there is an n such that
for all n′  n, pn′ = pn. M(f )↓ pn means that either the sequence of output programs is finite with length n + 1 or
all but the first n programs in the sequence are precisely pn. We use σ to denote an initial graph segment of some
recursive function. M(σ) denotes the most recent output, if any, produced by M .
Gold [15] introduced a criterion of successful inference called “identification in the limit.” This notion will be called
EX identification. An IIM M EX-infers f (written: f ∈ EX(M)) iff M(f )↓ p and ϕp = f . Each IIM will EX-infer
some set of recursive functions. EX denotes the class of such sets, e.g. EX = {S | (∃M) [S ⊆ EX(M)]}. EX stands for
“explain,” a term consistent with the philosophical motivations for the study of inductive inference, see [2–4,6,19,20].
A program is said to compute f incorrectly if it either produces a wrong result for some input (error of commission)
or does not halt on some input (error of omission). For EX inference, the machine must produce a program that is
correct on all inputs. This makes the inference more difficult, or perhaps as suggested in [22], impractical. A partial
recursive function ψ is an n-variant of a recursive function f (written: ψ = nf ) iff the cardinality of ({x | ψ(x)↑} ∪
{x | ψ(x)↓ =f (x)}) n. ψ is a finite variant of f (written: ψ = f ) iff ({x | ψ(x)↑}∪ {x | ψ(x)↓ =f (x)}) is finite.
For any e ∈ N ∪ {}, an IIM M EXe-infers f (written: f ∈ EXe(M)) iff M(f )↓ p and ϕp = ef . Similarly, for any
e ∈ N ∪ {}, EXe = {S | (∃M) [S ⊆ EXe(M)]}. Note that EX0 = EX. EX inference was introduced in [5] and EXe
inference, for e /∈ {0, }, was introduced in [6].
Although counting the number of mind changes an IIM makes before converging is not an abstract measure of the
complexity of inference [12], it does provide a reasonable estimate for implemented inference systems. Consequently,
the number of mind changes made by inference machines has received considerable attention [6,7,9,14,15,20,23,25,
26]. A subscript b on the class name indicates a success criterion where the IIM converges after no more than b
changes of conjecture. If b =  then the IIM is allowed finitely many mind changes. Formally, for e, a ∈ N ∪ {}, an
IIM M EXea-infers f (written: f ∈ EXea(M)) iff M(f )↓ p in at most a changes of conjecture (mind changes) and
ϕp = ef . For e, a ∈ N ∪ {}, EXea = {S | (∃M) S ⊆ EXea(M)}. Consequently, EX = EX. A fundamental relationship
between anomalies and mind changes is given by: EXea ⊆ EXe′b iff [e e′ and a  b] [6].
Blum and Blum [5] constructed two IIMs which inferred classes whose union was not inferrable by any IIM.
Subsequently, this result was extended to arbitrarily large finite unions [21]. A set of functions S is inferred by m
members (m n) of the team M1,M2, . . . ,Mn if for each f ∈ S there is at least m distinct IIM’s (say Mi1 . . .Mim )
from the team such that f ∈ EX(Mij ) [21]. For e, a ∈ N , [m,n]EXea denotes the class of sets that can be learned by m
out of n IIMs.
The goal of this paper is to find an informative and nontrivial predicate P such that [1,m]EXea ⊆ [1, n]EXe′b iff
P(m,n, e, e′, a, b) holds. We call this the 6-parameter, problem first proposed by Smith [24], which has been open
for the last twenty five years. In this paper we obtain some positive partial results that make significant progress
towards a complete solution. We derive a simple predicate for P(m,n,0,0, a, b). In addition to this, we also show
that we can trade mind changes for additional members without altering the learning power only if we are dealing
with errors of commission. We now describe a model of learning (see [8,16,17,19,20,26]) that will make the above
mentioned result more formal. In the case of team learning with success rate being m out of n, the team is considered
to be successful in learning a target function f if at least m members of the team produce programs that compute
f correctly. Under this notion, it is conceivable that some of the remaining n − m members of the team may not
participate in the learning process by not producing a program for the target function. Furthermore, it is also possible
that some of the remaining n−m participating member could produce programs that compute f incorrectly. We define
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produce programs that halt on every input (i.e. no errors of omission).
2. Previous results
Here we present results from [14] that are most recent, and made progress towards solving the 6-parameter prob-
lem.
The next theorem gives a precise characterization of single machine simulating a team with a errors. Note the
simulated team can reduce the errors by increasing its mind changes.
Theorem 1. (∀m > 1) (∀e, e′, a ∈ N) [[1,m]EXe0 ⊆ EXe
′
a iff a  2(m− 1) and e′  e +  e(m−1)a−(2m−3)] (see [14]).
The next theorem completely characterizes the 5-parameter problem, where a single machine is simulating a team
of machines with errors and mind changes.
Theorem 2. (∀m > 1) (∀e, e′, a, b ∈ N), [[1,m]EXea ⊆ EXe′b if and only if e′  e and b   e(m−1)e′−e+1(a + 1) + 2ma + a
e′−e+1a + 2(m − 1)] (see [14]).
However the proof techniques used in proving the above results do not hold when the simulation is done by a team.
In fact when there are more than one machine involved in the simulation, they can cooperate among themselves in
a very complicated way to learn the target function. Hence the diagonalization proofs, which show the simulation
is optimal also gets complicated. First we will state one result from [14] which has a partial solution to the above
problem. Here one team with no errors and no mind changes is being simulated by another team.
Theorem 3. (∀m > n > 0) (∀a ∈ N) [[1,m]EX00 ⊆ [1, n]EX0a if and only if a  2m/n − 2] (see [14]).
3. Main results
In this section we present a new result which makes significant progress towards solving the 6-parameter problem.
Here we consider a team of n machines simulating another team of m (m > n) machines with a mind changes. When
n = 1, the simulation strategy is simple since co-operation does not exist for a single machine. Complications arise
when multiple machines in a team co-operate to learn the target function. The n = 1 is a special case, since if there is
only one machine in the simulation, there can be no cooperation. Therefore the general result that we obtained does
not specialize to the case n = 1. The n = 1 result follows from Theorem 2 which we state for completeness.
Theorem 4. (∀m > 1) (a, b ∈ N), [[1,m]EXa ⊆ EXb] if and only if b [2ma + 2(m− 1)].
The next theorem considers simulating a team of m machines with a mind changes with a team of n machines.
The theorem characterizes the minimum number of mind changes required by any team of n machines to successfully
simulate the target team.
Theorem 5 (Lower bound). (∀m > n > 1) (∀a, b ∈ N) [[1,m]EX0a ⊆ [1, n]EX0b] only if [[n(b + 1)  m(a + 1) +
(x + 1)(m − n) + (y −˙ n)] where x = ma div (m − 1) and y = ma mod (m − 1)] (i.e. x and y are the quotient and
the remainder of ma divided by (m − 1), respectively).
Proof. Let m > n > 1 and a, b ∈ N be given. We will prove the contrapositive: if [[n(b + 1) < m(a + 1) +
(x+1)(m−n)+(y −˙n)] where x = ma div (m−1) and y = ma mod (m−1)] then [1,m]EX0a −[1, n]EX0b = ∅. Using
n-ary recursion theorem we will construct a set S of recursive functions such that S ∈ [1,m]EX0a and S /∈ [1, n]EX0b .
So, given any n IIM’s M1, . . . ,Mn, our goal is to find an f ∈ S that is not inferable by the team M1, . . . ,Mn with
no errors and at most b mind changes (we denote this by: f /∈ EX0b(M1, . . . ,Mn)). First we will describe S and then
construct such an f ∈ S. The following is an intuitive description of S, a set of recursive functions. Given f ∈ S there
will be m − 1 other recursive functions in S which will have the same initial segment as f . In that common initial
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that the construction of f proceeds in stages. There will be at most a + 1 stages. If any of the stages fails to terminate,
we will have the required f . For example if stage zero fails to terminate, then the initial segment of f will have at most
m special integers, and if stage (1) fails to terminate the initial segment of f will have at most 2m special integers etc.
We will choose the special integers to be odd integers. Formally, f ∈ S if and only if the following two conditions
hold.
(1) f (x) is odd for no more than m(a + 1) distinct values of x (it will have at most (a + 1) blocks of m odd values).
(2) There exists x and j such that f (x) = 2j + 1 and ϕj = f .
(3) There will be no more than m− 1 odd numbers past this x.
We will construct IIMs M ′1, . . . ,M ′m such that for each f ∈ S there is an i in the range 1  i  m such that f ∈
EX0a(M ′i ). For any f ∈ S, ith member of the above team on input f executes the following algorithm.
Begin M ′i
(1) Wait for the ith odd integer, say k.
(2) Output (k − 1)/2.
(3) Set i = i +m goto step (1).
End M ′i .
By the definition of S, for any f ∈ S at most one of the m(a + 1) special integers in f will describe f . Also, by
the definition of S no IIM will make more than a mind changes. Therefore S ∈ [1,m]EX0a . Now we will show that
S /∈ [1, n]EX0b . Let M1, . . . ,Mn be any IIMs. We will construct an f such that, f ∈ S and f /∈ EX0b(M1, . . . ,Mn).
Without loss of generality we can assume that each Mi (for 1  i  n) outputs at most b + 1 guesses. For the rest
of the proof the term team will refer to the n IIMs, M1, . . . ,Mn. Given a program αj,k , we will abbreviate ϕαj,k
by fj,k . Using an m(m + 1)(a + 1)/2-ary recursion theorem and a finite extension argument we construct functions
fj,k ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , j}. For j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and k ∈ {1, . . . , j} let σj,k denote the largest initial
segment of fj,k constructed so far. Let xj,k denote the largest value in the domain of σj,k . Note that at any instance,
the team can have at most n valid programs. In phase 0, is for initializations.
Phase 0. Initialize.
Set x1,1 = 0, σ1,1 = ∅, and σ1,1(x1,1) = 2α1,1 + 1. We will use variables i1, . . . , in to keep track of the last program
output by the IIMs Mi1, . . . ,Min , respectively. Extend σ1,1 with more and more values of 0’s until Mi(σ1,1) is defined
for some 1  i  n. Let i1 be that i. Let qi1 = Mi1(σ1,1). Throughout this proof qi will denote the current guess of
Mi (for 1 i  n) on the portion of f defined so far. We are mostly interested in initial segments on which the team
changes its mind. We use variables k1, k2, . . . , km to keep track of on which initial segments the team changes its
mind. Since the first mind change was on σ1,1, we set k1 = 1. Note that the team has output one program.
End Phase 0
Suppose there are j valid programs in phase 1. Using n-ary Recursion Theorem, we construct j + 1 identical
initial segments such that on each initial segment the team would output the j valid programs. Now extending the
j + 1 initial segments j + 1 different ways, the team is forced to output a new program on one of these segments (one
of team members may have to change its mind). The following algorithm executed in stages will yield the desired f .
Each phase is divided into stages. If some stage fails to terminate we will have the desired f .
Phase 1. Construct m identical initial segments such that the M team on that segment outputs m programs.
For j = 2 to m do Begin stage j
(1) Set σj,k = σj−1,1 for k = 1 to j (initialize σj,k).
Define σj,k(xj,k + 1) = 2αj,k + 1 for k = 1 to j (place special integers).
(2) Simultaneously execute steps (a) and (b) below until condition (A) is satisfied (force a mind change).
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the same initial segment and branches out differently).
(b) Look for the least k ∈ {1, . . . , j} such that Mi(σj,k) /∈ {q1, . . . , qn} for some 1 i  n, where q1, . . . , qn
are the current guesses by each team member.
(3) Set σl,kl = σj,kj for l = 1, . . . , j −1 (update all the previous segments on which the M team changed its mind).
Condition (A). There exists k ∈ {1, . . . , j} and an 1 i  n such that Mi(σj,k) /∈ {q1, . . . , qn}. Let kj be least such
k and ij be the corresponding i. Now set qij = Mij (σj,kj ).
For each j , one member of the team changes its mind on σj,kj . Otherwise there exists a j for which condition (A)
is not satisfied. Then by clause (a) in step (2) the functions fj,1, . . . , fj,j are total and distinct. Also by clause (b)
in step (2) for each i  n, for all k  j , Mi(fj,k) has converged to program qi . If j > n then the team has only
n valid guesses. Since there are j distinct functions, there exists a j0 such that the team cannot identify fj,j0 . If
j  n then the team has output only j − 1 guesses. Since there are j distinct functions there exists a j1 such that
fj,j1 is not identified by the team. By the construction each of the above functions belongs to S. Hence the desired
f would be either fj,j0 or fj,j1 .
End stage j .
Note that if and when the above loop terminates, k1, . . . , km are now defined. σ1,k1 , σ2,k2 , . . . , σm,km all have the same
initial segment on which team has output m programs. Also, each initial segment contains exactly m special integers.
End Phase 1
Phase 2. Using the initial segments, force the team to output m − n programs by diagonalization. Our goal is to
diagonalize against n programs. We use the variable count to keep track of the number of programs that we have
diagonalized against thus far.
Let D = {q1, . . . , qn}, count = 0.
For j = 1 to m − 1 do begin stage j
(1) Set x = xj,kj .
(2) Simultaneously execute steps (a)–(c) for s = 1,2, . . . until condition (B) or (C) is satisfied.
(a) Set σj,kj (x + s) = 0.
(b) Look for a y in the set {x + 1, . . . , x + s} on which ϕq(y) is convergent where q ∈ D.
(c) See if there exists an i such that Mi(σj,kj ) /∈ {q1, . . . , qn}.
Condition (B). There exists q ∈ D and a point y such that ϕq(y)↓. Then set D = D − {q}, count = count + 1 and
σj+1,kj+1(z) =
{
2 −˙ 2ϕq(z), if z = y;
σj,kj (z), if xj+1,kj+1  z xj,kj ∧ z = y.
IF count = n then
Extend segment σj+1,kj+1 with more and more 0’s until Mi (σj+1,kj+1) /∈ D for some i  n. If such an exten-
sion is not found then fj+1,kj+1 is a total recursive function and Mi(fj+1,kj+1)↓= qi for all i  n. Also, by
construction ϕqi = fj+1,kj+1 , for all 1 i  n. Hence fj+1,kj+1 /∈ [1, n]EX0a . By the construction of σj+1,kj+1
above, fj+1,kj+1 ∈ S. Therefore, the desired f would be fj+1,kj+1 . Suppose there exists some i such that Mi
changes its mind on some extension of σj+1,kj+1 , set qi = Mi(σj+1,kj+1), count = count − 1 and D = D ∪ {qi}.
End If
Condition (C). If there exists an i  n such that Mi(σj,kj ) /∈ D. Then set D = D − {qi}, qi = Mi(σj,kj ), count =
count − 1, D = D ∪ {qi} and
σj+1,kj+1(z) = σj,kj (z) for xj+1,kj+1  z xj,kj .
End stage j
End Phase 2
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satisfied. By clause (a) in step (2) fj,kj is a total recursive function. Let f = fj,kj . By clause (c) in step (2) Mi(f )
converges to qi , and by clause (b) each qi computes a finite function. Hence f /∈ [1, n]EX0b , and by construction of
σj,kj , f ∈ S. Therefore we have the desired f . Suppose the above loop terminates, then the team outputs m − n
programs. Now in Phase 1, the team guessed m programs, hence the team has guessed a total of 2m − n programs.
Phase 3. The team has only one valid program for the segment σm,km .
(1) [A] By using m − 1 new special integers and construction similar to phase 1, we can construct m identical
segments using m − 1 new and existing σm,km and force the team to output m − 1 new programs. Note that we
have ma special integers left, we can repeat this process for another ma/(m − 1) times. Hence the total number
of programs the team outputs using this technique is: ma.
(2) [B] Using diagonalization repeating techniques used in Phase 2, you can force the team to output m−n programs.
Note in this phase we only use m − 1 special integers. After Phase 2, we have ma special integers left; hence we
can repeat the argument for x (x = ma div (m − 1)) times. Hence the team can be forced to produce x(m − n)
programs. If you add the (m− n) programs produced in Phase 2; the total number of programs the team produces
using the diagonalization techniques: (x + 1)(m − n).
(3) [C] After Phase 2, we had ma special integers left. In the step (B) above we only use (m − 1) special integers
x times and we will have y (y = ma mod (m − 1)) left over. If y > n using diagonalization techniques used in
Phase 2 we can force the team to output y −˙ n new programs.
End Phase 3
From Phases (0)–(3) we can construct a f with m(a + 1) special integers. The team on this f will output ma +
(x+1)(m−n)+y −˙n programs (from (A)+ (B)+ (C)). Hence if: [[n(b+1) < m(a+1)+ (x+1)(m−n)+ (y −˙n)]
where x = ma div (m− 1) and y = ma mod (m − 1)] then [1,m]EX0a −[1, n]EX0b = ∅. 
Notice that the derived lower bound matches with Theorem 3 for n = 1 and a = m − 1.
Corollary 6. For n = 1 and a = m − 1, the bound on b in Theorem 5 is b 2m(a + 1)− 2.
Theorem 7 (Upper bound). (∀m > n > 1) (∀a, b ∈ N) [[1,m]EX0a ⊆ [1, n]EX0b only if [[n(b + 1)m(a + 1) + km]
where k = [m(a + 2)− 2]div(m+ n− 1)]].
Proof. Let T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tm} be the target team that [1,m]EX0a identifies every function from a set F . We construct
a team S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} that successfully simulates T and [1, n]EX0b identifies every function in F . Let f ∈ F be
the target function under consideration.
The simulating team members of S take turn to produce programs. Given integer i, let (j − 1) ≡ (i − 1) (mod n).
More formally, ith program is produced by the team member Sj . So, without loss of generality, we simply say that the
team S produces a program without identifying the corresponding member of the team. We will now describe when
the programs are produced by the team S and how each program behaves.
Since a mind-change eliminates previously produced programs of any team member, observe that at any moment,
at most n programs of S are alive and at most m programs of T are alive.
The simulating team S is fed the graph of f , denoted by σ . S observes what T does on σ . Whenever a member
of T produces a program, the team S produces a program too. For the convenience of proving our bound, we refer to
this program produced by S as a matched program. In addition to producing this program, the team S may produce
programs (which we refer to as solo programs) when it witnesses some other events. Before we explain such events,
we must first explain how the programs of S compute.
After seeing the graph σ of the function, let p be the program produced by a member of S. Obviously, p computes
the target function f restricted to σ correctly. Hence, the graph of the presumed target function followed by p thus
far is σ .
In order to explain the behavior of p, we need some notation. At time t , let aliveS(p, t) be the set of at most n
programs of S (including p) that p sees as alive and not inconsistent with the graph of the presumed target function
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not inconsistent with the graph of the presumed target function followed thus far by p. Analogously, let aliveS(∗, t)
(respectively aliveT (∗, t)) be the set of at most n (respectively m) programs of S (respectively T ) not inconsistent
with the graph of the target function presented to S.
Let σ be the initial segment followed thus far by a program p of S. At time t , the program p observes if any
program in aliveT (p, t) extends the initial segment σ . Suppose the program p observes k ( 0) distinct extensions
of σ by programs in aliveT (p, t). If there is an extension not being followed by any program in aliveS(p, t), then p
will follow that extension. In the case of multiple extensions, p chooses one arbitrarily.
Now, we are ready to explain when the team S produces solo programs. Let σ be the graph of target function seen
by S. At time t , the team S produces a solo program if aliveS(∗, t) is empty and aliveT (∗, t) is not empty.
Since the team S produces solo programs, it will successfully produce a program to learn the target function if the
team T produces a program that learns the target function. Since the members of S take turn to produce programs it
suffices to show that the number of programs produced by S is at most n(b + 1).
Since the team T produces at most m(a + 1) programs, the number of matched programs of S is at most m(a + 1).
We now bound the number of solo programs of S.
Given a program p, we use the notation tp to denote the time at which p was produced. After producing p, suppose
S produces k matched programs and then it produces another solo program q at time tq . We say that q is a marked
solo if k  n− 1. Otherwise, we call it unmarked solo. Suppose q is a marked solo.
We now argue that during the time interval [tp, tq) the simulator S observes at least min(k, n) programs of the
target T with the following two properties:
(1) Alive or produced some time during the interval and
(2) deviate from the target function some time later in the interval.
When the solo program q was produced by S, it must have observed that the last min(k, n) programs of S were
deviating from the target function. Each of these min(k, n) programs of S was valid program some time during the
interval and each of them was not rendered useless by issuing a mind change during the interval. In order to force
each of them to deviate from the target function, each one must observe and follow one program of T that it observes
to be valid some time during the interval.
We now establish a series of simple observations.
Observation 1. Recall that at any time t , |aliveT (∗, t)|m and |aliveS(∗, t)|  n. Let t be the time under consider-
ation. If aliveS(∗, t) = ∅, then |aliveT (∗, t)| m − 1. This is because the last live program of S must have followed
one program of T that deviates from the target function. As a result, at any time |aliveT (∗, t)|m − 1.
Observation 2. First solo program of S is a marked solo program.
Observation 3. Suppose p and q are two consecutive solo programs produced in that order such that q is an unmarked
solo. Suppose there are k( n − 1) matched programs during the interval [tp, tq). We claim that |aliveT (∗, tq)|
 |aliveT (∗, tp)| − 1. Since k matched programs are produced during [tp, tq), maxt∈[tp,tq )|aliveT (∗, t)| 
|aliveT (∗, tp)| + k. Since q is unmarked solo, there does not exists a pair x and y of programs produced by S
during the interval [tp, tq) such that y is a mind change of x. So during the interval [tp, tq), k matched programs
and p of S must deviate from the target function to force S to produce solo program q . Therefore, at least k + 1
programs of T that are alive sometime during the interval must deviate from the target function during the interval
under consideration. The claim of this observation then follows.
Observation 4. Suppose p and q are two consecutive solo programs produced in that order such that q is a marked
solo. Suppose there are k + (n − 1) matched programs during the interval [tp, tq). We claim that |aliveT (∗, tq)| 
k+|aliveT (∗, tp)|−1. Since k+ (n−1) matched programs are produced during [tp, tq), maxt∈[tp,tq )|aliveT (∗, t)|
|aliveT (∗, tp)|+ k+ (n−1). Since q is marked solo, n programs of S prior to q must deviate from the target function
during the interval under consideration. As a result, at least n programs of T that are alive sometime during the interval
must also deviate from the target function. The claim of this observation then follows.
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analogous to Observation 4, the number of matched programs before tp is at least |aliveT (∗, tp)| + n.
Without loss of generality, let k be the number of marked solo programs produced by S and let msi be the ith
marked solo in chronological order.
Let Solo(i) be the number of solo (both marked and unmarked) programs produced by S before tmsi . Observe that
Solo(1) = 0.
Similarly, let Matched(i) be the number of matched programs produced by S before tmsi . By Observation 5,
Matched(1) |aliveT (∗, tms1)| + n. This establishes the basis case of the following hypothesis by induction:
Matched(i)
∣∣aliveT (∗, tmsi )∣∣+ i(n − 1)+ Solo(i) + 1.
We will now establish the inductive step. Assume that the hypothesis is true for i. Consider the time interval
[tmsi , tmsi+1). There is only one marked solo msi and Solo(i + 1)− Solo(i)− 1 many unmarked solo programs. Let q
be the last solo before the marked solo msi+1. Applying Observations 3 and 4, we get∣∣aliveT (∗, tmsi ∣∣ ∣∣aliveT (∗, tq)∣∣+ Solo(i + 1)− Solo(i) − 1.
Now apply, Observation 5 for q and msi+1. Suppose there are α + (n − 1) matched programs during the interval
[tq , t −msi+1). Observe that
Matched(i + 1)Matched(i) + α + (n − 1),∣∣aliveT (∗, tq)∣∣ ∣∣aliveT (∗, tmsi+1)∣∣+ 1 − α.
Applying induction hypothesis (i.e. bound for Matched(i)), we get
Matched(i + 1)Matched(i) + α + (n− 1)

∣∣aliveT (∗, tmsi )∣∣+ i(n − 1)+ Solo(i) + 1 + α + (n− 1)

∣∣aliveT (∗, tq)∣∣+ Solo(i + 1)− Solo(i) − 1 + i(n − 1)+ Solo(i) + 1 + α + (n − 1)

∣∣aliveT (∗, tmsi+1)∣∣+ 1 − α + Solo(i + 1)+ i(n − 1)+ α + (n − 1)
= ∣∣aliveT (∗, tmsi+1)∣∣+ (i + 1)(n − 1)+ Solo(i + 1)+ 1.
After kth and the last marked solo program, S may produce additional unmarked solo programs. By applying
Observation 3 and the fact that at least one program of T must compute the target function, we bound the number of
solo programs produced on or after tmsk to at most |aliveT (∗, tmsk )|. Therefore, the total number of solo programs
of S is at most Matched(k) − 1 − k(n − 1). Since the total number of matched programs is at most m(a + 1), we get
that the total number of solo programs is at most m(a + 1)− 1 − k(n − 1).
We will now provide an upper bound on k. Applying Observations 2 and 3, the number of unmarked solo programs
between two consecutive marked solo program is at most m − 1. Recall that the first solo is a marked solo. So, if
there are k marked solo programs then the total number of solo programs is (k − 1)m + β where 1  β  m. But,
we proved that the total number of solo programs is at most m(a + 1) − 1 − k(n − 1). Therefore (k − 1)m + β 
m(a + 1) − 1 − k(n − 1). Rearranging the terms, we get k(m + n − 1)  m(a + 2) − 1 − β . Here, k is maximized
when β = 1. As a result, we get k  [m(a + 2)− 2] div (m + n− 1).
We are now ready to find a bound for b. The total number of programs needed to successfully simulate the target
is the sum of the number of matched programs and the number of solo programs. The sum is m(a + 1) + km where
we set k = [m(a + 2)− 2] div (m + n− 1). The result follows if n(b + 1)m(a + 1)+ km. 
Notice that the derived upper bound matches the optimal bound in Theorem 3.
Corollary 8. For n = 1, the upper bound on b in Theorem 7 is b 2m(a + 1)− 2.
Proof. By applying Theorem 7 we get b 2m(a + 1)− 1 which is off by one from the desired bound. Looking at the
proof of the Theorem 7 one can upper bound the number of solo programs by m(a + 1) − 1 − k(n − 1). Substituting
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is at most m(a + 1)+m(a + 1)− 1. Hence the simulations succeeds if b 2m(a + 1)− 2. 
The following theorem was proved in [14].
Theorem 9. (∀m > 1) [1,m]EX00 ⊆ EX0a if and only if a  2(m− 1).
Observe that for various values of m the number of mind changes necessary for the simulating IIM is 2(m − 1),
which is even. That is [1,2]EX00 ⊆ EX0a for a  2 and [1,3]EX00 ⊆ EX0a for a  4, etc. This raises the following
question. A single IIM with odd mind changes, what can it simulate? The next theorem answers this question.
Theorem 10. Let m = 3,5,7, . . . . Then [2,m]EX00 ⊆ EX0a if and only if a  (m− 2).
Proof. (⇐) Let m be an odd number and S ∈ [2,m]EX00. Then by definition there exists M1,M2, . . . ,Mm IIM’s (call
them “team”) such that for every f ∈ S, two IIM’s in the team will output a correct program that computes f . We
will construct an IIM M such that M will simulate the team such that it will output no more than m − 1 programs
(m − 2 mind changes). Let p1, . . . , pn be programs, the program (p1, . . . , pn) is defined as follows: on any input x;
run programs p1,p2, . . . , pn in parallel until one of them halts, output this value. Obviously if none of them halts the
value is undefined.
Given f ∈ S the IIM M on input f executes the following algorithm.
Begin M
(1) Feed the team with more and more input from f . Two members of the team must output two programs p1 and p2.
M outputs (p1,p2).
(2) M continues to watch (p1,p2) while receiving more and more input from f . The following events can occur.
(e1) (p1,p2) outputs a wrong value, this implies one of p1 or p2 is wrong. Without loss of generality assume p1
is wrong. M waits for the team to produce p3 (this must happen since the team must produce two correct
programs) and it outputs (p2,p3) and continues to watch (p2,p3).
(e2) M finds out both p1 and p2 are wrong. We will not deal with this event since it is a sub event (easier) than
(e1) above.
(e3) The team outputs p3 and p4. Since we assume that (e2) does not occur, M outputs (p1,p2,p3,p4) and
continues watching it. If (e2) occurred M would output (p3,p4), clearly this is much less complicated than
the other events for M to deal with.
(3) If event (e1) happens M will trade one program for another and has used one of its alloted mind changes. If event
(e2) happens M has to accommodate two additional programs (say s1, s2) and produce (q1, q2, . . . , qr , s1, s2).
Note that event (e2) is the worst case for M , since it has to deal with more programs.
(4) Since m > 1 and an odd number m = 2n+ 1 for some n. Since we are focusing on (e2) events M’s first n guesses
would be (p1,p2), (p1, . . . , p4), . . . , (p1,p2, . . . , p2n).
(5) Now M will look for two programs to converge and agree out of p1,p2, . . . , p2n. If both converge and agrees and
the values are correct M does nothing. If the value is wrong it will remove them from further consideration. If at
least one does not converge, or both converge but disagree the team must produce last program. In this case M
will output (p1,p2, . . . , p2n,p2n+1). This is the worst of the three scenarios. So now will focus on the program
(p1,p2, . . . , p2n,p2n+1).
(6) From now on M will look for two programs to agree, and if the values are wrong it will remove them from further
consideration. This can happen at most n − 1 times. It has a total of 2n + 1 programs. It can remove a maximum
of 2n− 2 programs, since there must be 3 left over and two of them must be correct.
(7) If step (4) M had n guesses, step (5) 1 guess and step (6) n − 1 guesses. Total of 2n guesses, i.e. total of m − 1
guesses, i.e. m − 2 mind changes.
End M 
Proof. (⇒) Let m > 1 odd. We prove the contrapositive: if a < (m− 2) [2,m]EX00 −EX0a = ∅. Using n-ary recursion
theorem we will construct a set S of recursive functions such that S ∈ [1,m]EX0 and S /∈ EX0a . That is, we will0
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identify f . So our goal is to find such an f ∈ S. First we will describe S and then construct an f ∈ S. The following is
an intuitive description of S, a set of recursive functions. Given an f ∈ S there will be m− 1 other recursive functions
in S which will have the same initial segment as f . In that common initial segment there will be at most m special
integers two of which will describe f . We choose the special integers to be odd integers. It is important to note that
the construction of f proceeds in stages. If ever any one of the stages fail to terminate, we would have the required f .
Formally, f ∈ S if and only if the following two conditions hold.
(1) f (x) is odd for no more than m distinct values of x.
(2) There exists x, y and i, j such that f (x) = 2i + 1 and ϕi = f , f (y) = 2j + 1 and ϕj = f .
We will construct IIMs M ′1, . . . ,M ′m such that for each f ∈ S then f ∈ EX00(M ′1, . . . ,M ′m) (i.e. there is an i in the
range 1  i  m such that f ∈ EX00(M ′i ))). For any f ∈ S, ith member of the above team on input f executes the
following algorithm.
Begin M ′i
(1) Wait for the ith odd integer, say k.
(2) Output (k − 1)/2.
End M ′i
By the definition of S, for any f ∈ S there exists two special integers in f that will describe f . Therefore S ∈
[2,m]EX00. Now we will show that S /∈ EX0a for a < (m − 2). Let M be any IIM. We will construct an f such that,
f ∈ S and f /∈ EX0a(M). Given a program αj , we will abbreviate ϕαj by fj . Using a m-ary recursion theorem and a
finite extension argument we construct functions fj for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. For j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} let σj denote the largest
initial segment of fj constructed so far. Let xj denote the largest value in the domain of σj . In phase 0, we do
initializations.
Phase 0. Initialize.
(1) Set x1 = 0, σ1 = ∅, σ1(x1) = 2α1 + 1, σ1(x1 + 1) = 2α2 + 1.
(2) Set x2 = 0, σ2 = ∅, and σ2(x2) = 2α1 + 1, σ2(x2 + 1) = 2α2 + 1.
So far σ1 and σ2 have the same initial segments. Extend σ1 and σ2 with more and more values of 0’s until M(σ1)
defined say q . Note that M has output one program.
End Phase 0
Assume m = 2n + 1 for some n. In phase 1, using n-ary recursion theorem we construct n pairs of recursive
functions so that we will have 2n identical initial segments. Here we will force M to output n − 1 programs. If ever
any of the construction fails to terminate we will have the desired f .
Phase 1. Construct 2n identical initial segments such that M on that segment outputs n programs.
For j = 3 to 2n− 1 by step 2 do Begin stage j
(1) Set σj = σj−2 (initialize σj ), σj+1 = σj−2 (initialize σj+1).
(2) Define σj (xj + 1) = 2αj + 1, σj (xj + 2) = 2αj+1 + 1 (place special integers).
(3) Define σj+1(xj + 1) = 2αj + 1, σj+1(xj + 2) = 2αj+1 + 1 (σj and σj+1 are identical initial segments).
(4) Set σ ′j = σj−2 (initialize σ ′j ), σ ′j+1 = σj−2 (initialize σ ′j+1).
(5) Define σ ′j (xj + 1) = 2α′j + 1, σ ′j (xj + 2) = 2α′j+1 + 1 (place special integers).
(6) Define σ ′j+1(xj + 1) = 2α′j + 1, σ ′j+1(xj + 2) = 2α′j+1 + 1 ( σ ′j and σ ′j+1 are identical initial segments).
(7) Simultaneously execute steps (a) and (b) below until condition (A) is satisfied (force a mind change).
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values of twos (start with the same initial segment and branch out differently).
(b) Look for a mind change for M on σj or σ ′j .
Condition (A). M(σj ) = M(σj−2) or M(σ ′j ) = M(σj−2).
(8) Without generality assume M changed its mind on σj (otherwise rename the initial segments). Set σl = σj for
l = 1, . . . , j − 1 (update all the previous segments on which M changed its mind).
If Condition (A) is not satisfied then by clause (a) in step (2) the functions fj , fj+1 are identical and total, and
the same hold for f ′j , f ′j+1. But fj and f ′j are distinct. Also by clause (b) in step (2) M(fj ) has converged to
some program (say q). Also M(f ′j ) has converged to the same program q . But fj and f ′j are distinct functions by
construction. Hence q cannot identify both. Hence the desired f would be either fj or f ′j .
End step j .
Note that if and when the above loop terminates, σ1, σ2, . . . , σ2n all have the same initial segment on which team has
output n programs. Also, each initial segment contains exactly 2n special integers.
End Phase 1
Phase 2. Using the initial segments, force M to output n−1 programs by diagonalization. Let the last program output
by M be q .
For j = 1 to 2n− 2 by steps 2 do begin stage j
(1) Set x = xj (note xj is the largest value in the domain of σj ).
(2) Simultaneously execute steps (a)–(c) for s = 1, 2, . . . until condition (B) or (C) is satisfied.
(a) Set σj (x + s) = 0, σj+1(x + s) = 0.
(b) Look for a y ∈ {x + 1, . . . , x + s} on which ϕq(y) is convergent.
(c) See if M(σj ) = q .
Condition (B). There exists y such that ϕq(y)↓. Then set for all l > j + 1
σl(z) =
{
2 −˙ 2ϕq(z), if z = y;
σj (z), if xl  z xj ∧ z = y.
Extend σj+2 and σj+3 with more and more 0’s until M(σj+2) = q . If such an extension is not found then fj+2 and
fj+3 are total recursive functions, and M(fj+2)↓= q . Also, by construction ϕq = fj+2, and ϕq = fj+3. Hence
fj+2 /∈ EX0a . By the construction of σj+2 and σj+3 above, fj+2 ∈ S and fj+3 ∈ S. Therefore, the desired f would
be fj+2. Suppose M changes its mind on some extension of σj+2, set q = M(σj+2).
Condition (C). If there exists an extension σj such that M(σj ) = q . Then set q = M(σj ) and for all l > j + 1
σl(z) = σj (z) for xl  z xj .
End stage j
End Phase 2
Suppose the above for loop does not terminate, then there exists a j for which Conditions (B) and (C) is not
satisfied. By clause (a) in step (2) fj is a total recursive function. Let f = fj . By clause (c) in step (2) M(f ) converges
to q , and by clause (b) q computes a finite function. Hence f /∈ EX0a , by construction of σj , f ∈ S. Therefore we have
the desired f . Suppose the above loop terminates, then M outputs n− 1 programs. Now in Phase 1, the M guessed n
programs, hence the team has guessed a total of 2n− 1 programs.
Phase 3. The M has only one valid program for the segment σ2n−1 and σ2n (which are identical). Notice we have one
more program left (used 2n out of 2n + 1). By construction similar to Phase 1, we can construct two programs such
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will force one more mind change.
End Phase 3
Now we have forced M to output a total of 2n programs; i.e. m − 1 program; i.e. (m − 2) mind changes; hence if
a < (m − 2) S /∈ EX0a . 
Corollary 11. ∀n 2 [2, n]EX00 ⊆ EX0n−2.
Proof. Note that when n is odd the above result is true. When n is even, you can trade one program for one mind
change. That is, the same proof for Theorem 8 can be used to prove this. 
This naturally leads us to the next question: Given i  0 is there some m n such that [n,m]EX00 = EX0i . Using
results in [9–11,13], it is not hard to deduce a no answer for the above mentioned question for the cases i = 0,1. We
now prove the result for the general case.
Theorem 12. Let i  1, a, b ∈ N such that a  b then EXi ⊆ [a, b]EX00 if and only if a(i + 1) b.
Proof. (⇐) Let i  1 and a, b ∈ N such that a  b. Let M be an IIM and f a recursive function such that f ∈
EXi (M). Note that the total number of programs output by M on input from f is at most (i + 1). Now we will
construct a team of b IIM’s such that f ∈ [a, b]EX00 (M1,M2, . . . ,Mb). For each program p output by M , the team
outputs a copies of program p. Since M outputs (i + 1) programs, the team must output a(i + 1) programs. But
a(i + 1) b, hence the team of b members can successfully simulate M .
(⇒) We will prove the contrapositive. We will assume that a(i+1) > b and show that EXi −[a, b]EX00 = ∅. Notice
that EX0i -type of learning can survive a diagonalization tree with i + 1 stages (see [7,14]). Hence we can diagonalize
against i groups of a programs from the team. Hence if the team has to succeed it must be able to output a total of
ia + a programs. The total allowed is b. Hence, if a(i + 1) > b EXi − [a, b]EX00 = ∅. 
Next we ask the following question: is there a single IIM with mind changes having the same power as some team
with mind changes? Formally, given i  0 is there some m n and a  0 such that [n,m]EX0a = EX0i . The following
theorem shows that the answer to this question is no.
Theorem 13. For a, b, i, j ∈ N with (a  b) EXj ⊆ [a, b]EXi if and only if a(j + 1) b(i + 1).
Proof. (⇐) Let a, b, i, j ∈ N be such that a  b. Let M be an IIM and f a recursive function such that f ∈ EXj (M).
Note that the total number of programs output by M on input from f is at most (j + 1). Now we will construct a team
of b IIM’s M1, . . . ,Mb such that f ∈ [a, b]EXj (M1, . . . ,Mb). For each program p output by M , the team outputs a
copies of program p. Hence the team outputs a maximum of a(j + 1) programs. But the team can output a total of
b(i + 1) programs. But a(j + 1) b(i + 1), hence the team can simulate the IIM M . 
Note that from Theorem 11 a single IIM cannot learn exactly EX learn what a team of IIM’s can learn. However,
the next theorem shows that this is not true for PEX learning.
Theorem 14. For n ∈ N, [1, n + 1]PEX0 = PEXn.
Proof. Let n ∈ N , note that PEXn outputs at most n+ 1 programs. The [1, n+ 1]PEX0 has a total of n+ 1 machines.
Clearly PEXn ⊆ [1, n+ 1]PEX0.
Now we will show that [1, n + 1]PEX0 ⊆ PEXn. Let M0, M1, . . . ,Mn be a team of n + 1 IIM’s. Given f ∈
[1, n+ 1]PEX0(M0, . . . ,Mn), we will construct an IIM M such that f ∈ PEXn(M).
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Let us denote the team of M0, M1, . . . ,Mn by T .
(1) M simulates the team T with more and more inputs from f .
(2) It labels the programs output by T as p0, . . . , pi where 0 i  n.
(3) For i = 0 until n repeat steps
(a) M outputs pi , and then checks to see if pi correct on the values of f seen so far. This is possible, since then
machines output total programs (PEX).
(b) If M discovers pi is wrong. Waits for program pi+1 to be produced by the team. Go to next step.
End IIM
Clearly the M will focus in on to the correct program that computes f . 
Note that it is easy to extend the above result to include mind changes for the team.
4. Conclusions
Simulation of a team of m IIM’s by another team of n IIM’s was studied. Theorem 5 proved a lower bound for the
mind changes needed for the team of n machines to simulate team of m machines with a mind changes. Theorem 7
proved an upper bound necessary for the same.
We have not completely succeeded in our goal of characterizing the trade-offs between bounded number of anom-
alies, bounded number of mind changes and fixed number of inference machines. For example, our results do not
address the simulation issue when teams are allowed anomalies. We have compared teams of learners with single
IIM with mind changes (Theorems 9, 12, and 13). In Theorem 13 we proved that the learning power of an IIM with
(say a) mind changes, can never be equal to any team with mind changes (say b  0) provided b = a. But for PEX
learning we have a positive answer (Theorem 14). From our results we can conclude that mind changes can be traded
for number of machines without affecting the learning power only if you are dealing with errors of commission (e.g.:
PEX learning).
5. Open problems
Problem. Given I ∈ {EX,PEX} and a, b, c, d,n,m, r, s ∈ N , find a predicate P(a, b, c, d,n,m, r, s) such that
[r, n]I ab ⊆ [s,m]I cd if and only if P(a, b, c, d,n,m, r, s).
Note that P now has eight parameters. The 6-parameter problem is a special case of the eight parameter problem
with r = s = 1. Note that the 6-parameter problem was first proposed by Carl Smith [24]. These two problems are
still open.
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